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Advanced
steel framing
automation The FRAMECAD
FRAMECAD® has been
successfully serving the
world’s steel building industry
for more than 30 years. That
means you have the advantage
of over 500 years’ worth of
our expert staff knowledge.
Plus, with a growing number
of international offices in
USA, Latin America, China,
Hong Kong, Middle East,
Africa, Australia and New
Zealand, with customers in 118
countries, we’re able to deliver
the local expertise you need to
serve your market.

Years of continuous R&D
investment has
led to one thing:
FRAMECAD® is now the world’s
most advanced end-to-end
steel frame design-and-build
manufacturing system.
Our customers can now mass
produce cold formed steel
frames with the precision and
accuracy that is determined
by the system, not the skill of
the factory workers or on-site
assemblers.
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Welcome to the
FRAMECAD®
Software Suite

FRAMECAD® Software Integration
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FRAMECAD® Structure
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FRAMECAD® Detailer
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FRAMECAD® Factory 2
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FRAMECAD Manufacturing System
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FRAMECAD® F325iT
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FRAMECAD® P325iT
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The result:

FRAMECAD® J325iT
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FRAMECAD® F450iT
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FRAMECAD® TF550H
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Our programs provide the end-to-end integration of all
processes involved in the design and building of Cold Formed
Steel frame with FRAMECAD® manufacturing solutions.
By using our software you can improve design efficiency and
minimise project delays anywhere in the world.

FRAMECAD® TM300iT
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The software:

FRAMECAD® FB150i
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FRAMECAD® ST800iT
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FRAMECAD® ST900iT
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FRAMECAD® ST1000/1200
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The FRAMECAD® Software Suite comprises of FRAMECAD®
Structure, FRAMECAD® Detailer, FRAMECAD® Factory 2 and
MyFRAMECAD which are all available in multiple languages,
and complying with many regional building codes, ensuring you
have full access to all upgrades and improvements the moment
they’re released.

FRAMECAD® PEB
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FRAMECAD® FL650
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FRAMECAD® Mobile Factory
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MyFRAMECAD Cloud-based customer portal
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FRAMECAD® Services
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Building design, engineering
calculations, structural analysis,
detailing and machine control have all
been fully integrated by FRAMECAD®
into one comprehensive software suite.

Interested in purchasing any product from the FRAMECAD®
Software suite? Please contact us at framecad.com/en/
contact-us and we’ll arrange a time to discuss your needs and
work out the best software package for your business.

Our solutions work because we have all the knowledge we need within
our team. We have building system researchers, software developers,
CAD designers, engineers, mechanical designers & engineers, machine
control experts, technicians and on-site construction experts. We also
have people who are good at listening to customers – we’ve always
been driven by market needs, because a solution is only worthwhile if it
delivers better productivity and quality to our customers.

Mark Taylor
Mark Taylor
CEO/President
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FRAMECAD® Integration

FRAMECAD® Structure

Reduce steel detailing by 80%
with FRAMECAD® Software

A comprehensive detailing and design software package
with the advanced ability of computer aided engineering.

Benefits

Universal Design Format

Benefits

Structure is based on the IntelliCAD v8 platform,
and is simple to use and easy to navigate.
Automated template drawings speed up the
design process and lets you keep track of every
detail, including Bill of Materials reporting and
assembly weight.

• Based on Intellicad version 8

• 100% accuracy on the architect job using
FRAMECAD® Value Engineering

• Complete integration from your engineering
files to Revit and your existing BIM model

• Minimise clashes through efficient
detection reports

• Better detailing capabilities

• Create a total BIM estimate

• Reduce material wastage with Value
Engineering function

• Bring your 3D model directly into
FRAMECAD® Structure

• Meet greater compliance requirements
(eg: Europe, US, NZ)

• Faster conversion of your architectural files

• Enhance team collaboration

Instant Engineering Analysis
FRAMECAD® Structure makes real time engineering
calculations as the designs are created, analysing
loads, deflections and other forces, making it an
easy process to check for compliant engineering.

• Compatible with AutoCad 2013
• Supports visualisation
• Imperial and metric options
• Design Codes available are USA, China, Euro,
Canada, South Africa, Australia /New Zealand,
Russia, and Brazil
• Language options: English, French, Spanish
and Chinese
• Compatible with BIM (incl Revit and Tekla)
and other design software

Structure then creates a design checklist which
is automatically generated based on the building
code and other factors.
The enhanced 3D view shows you all components
of the framing and the package has interactive
joist, truss and wall builders.

Easy Layout Speeds Up Designing
FRAMECAD® Structure lets you design and detail all
the steel components together.

BIM Software Integration
The FRAMECAD® software suite offers full integration
between Revit & other BIM Software, meaning the
design system and the sharing of building information
via BIM is now easier, faster and safer than ever before.

How it works
By Developing BIM compatibility functions (IFC
and ACSI (SAT) file formats ), the New FRAMECAD®
Structure Release offers a direct interface developed to
Revit and other BIM software such as Archicad, Vector
Works, Solid Works, TEKLA and many CAD packages.
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Any model can now be handled from FRAMECAD®
Structure to the Revit or BIM model as controlled by
the main contractor and owner/operator. From there,
each professional involved in the design and build
process adds discipline-specific data to the single
shared model thus speeding up and lowering the cost
of construction as well as reducing the risk of rework
due to design oversights. Simply share model files
between FRAMECAD® Structure, Revit and SolidWorks
using IFC and ACSI (SAT) file formats.

Fast, And Customised To Your Needs

All layouts and detail drawings are linked and
contained in one file, reducing the risk of error due
to switching between multiple files. Any changes to
individual drawings automatically change the layout
and 3D drawings.

With 64 bit processing power, FRAMECAD® Structure
is fast, and can be easily customised to suit your
production facility.

Comprehensive Reporting

Default settings can be modified simply and the
programme can be loaded with multiple building
codes. It comes with a range of loading standards, as
well as metric and imperial options.

Generating comprehensive reports is fast and easy.
Simply select the information you require for code
compliance, engineering sign off, materials costings,
scheduling, production planning and analysis.

The way the world constructs
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FRAMECAD® Detailer

FRAMECAD® Factory 2

A versatile multilingual CAD application which
offers world-leading design flexibility.

FRAMECAD® Factory 2 offers a unique set of advanced
and intuitive manufacturing control functions.
Improved efficiency

FRAMECAD® Detailer flexibility allows adherence to
local building codes, standards and practices. It Enables
you to automatically transfer design information from
architectural detail into framing layout, then on to
production.

Developed to improve manufacturing and production
efficiency, FRAMECAD® Factory 2 is unmatched in its
user capability.
Get the synergy you need to operate smoothly by benefiting
from a fully integrated process where your factory control
systems and machinery are made by the same company.

The core function of FRAMECAD® Detailer is to specify
and allocate tooling functions for each framing
component to the FRAMECAD® Factory 2 control
system - integrating the design and manufacturing
process seamlessly thereby minimising any conflicts or
incompatibilities.

Languages available
English, Spanish, Chinese, French, Portuguese, Russian
and German

Simple & intuitive design

Advanced Printing Options

Easy to use and flexible, allowing simple and complex
custom framing designs. Advanced wall & truss layout
methods that are flexible.

The multi-line inkjet printer provide the ability to
print information on both sides of the profile with full
international script support. Multi language printing is
embedded to improve staff assembly rates.

Roof / Truss layout tools are designed to make the process
very easy & straightforward. User interface and printing
capabilities are in multiple languages and characters.

Assembly Drawings
High-contrast frame view showing status of sticks. Frame
drawings viewable at any time by selecting frames from list.

Fast & accurate
Advanced and automated tooling engine which apply
the tooling required to the frame in the right location
every time. The auto dimension function increases
your productivity, reduces errors and speed up design
turnaround.

Schedule Management With
Easy-To Handle Screen

Intelligent frame editing tools, simplifying and speeding up
any manual changes when required. Design checks identify
common errors in designs, reducing problems during
production and erection.

The easy on-screen configuration eliminates the need for
a keyboard and the high contrast display provides better
daylight viewing, making it easier, faster and more cost
effective to use.

Integration
FRAMECAD Structure, FRAMECAD Factory 2, Strucsoft,
Tekla, Solidworks, SAP2000, and IFC export command.

The 3D view
The framing can be shown in a virtual walk-through format
to check for design errors and eliminates onsite correction
time and makes it easy to review your design and share
with the client and builder.

Application
Allows any design – from a midrise building to a single
room.
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Single press functionality allows operators to view any frame
in the schedule with just one press.

Detailer makes the process
of designing simple and
straightforward through
its intuitive setup, it offers
a very flexible approach to
design whatever you require.
With FRAMECAD® Detailer’s
advanced functions, the
automation of the design
process makes it simple.

Logging
The event log function will be saved to disk.
Events include stick completions, alarms, machine
resets, pauses, switches into semi-auto etc. Machines
with analogue sensors can be configured to log average
hydraulic pressure or temperature at intervals. Can be
filtered according to operator or event type. Machine
can be configured to ask operator for a reason when
the machine is paused or reset; these are saved into the
event log.

Sensor Readout
All sensors and I/O on the machine can be graphed
in real-time with high resolution. e.g. hydraulic
temperature and duty cycle to diagnose hydraulic
system maintenance, or drive motor current to confirm
roller gapping, or tool valve operation and proximity
sensors to check tool adjustment.

Multiple Operator Login
Multiple users with login and logout are recorded to support
analysis and reduce machine downtime. Shift logging is
available for managers to gain a better understanding of
staff and production rates.

Network Connection
For ease of support and for loading jobs from a shared
network drive, the equipment can be put online.
The priority-based connection manager ensures continuous
uptime. When connectivity is lost, it will try
a new connection method to ensure uptime.
Connection options include:
Ethernet (DHCP and Static IP),
WiFi (WEP/WPA1/WPA2 PSK),
Wireless modem: 2G/3G/4G (GSM/HSPA+/LTE).

The way the world constructs
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FRAMECAD Manufacturing Systems

Single-Profile Manufacturing System

Leading Innovation

Advanced Computer Aided Engineering

FRAMECAD has created the world’s most efficient
design and manufacturing technology for steel
trusses, joists and frames. FRAMECAD Systems are
the intelligent choice for organisations desiring to
deliver large scale production and projects. It is fully
optimised using patented technology, to give a smart
lean production process.

The FRAMECAD® system integrates with BIM Design
software including REVIT and TEKLA. Intelligence built
into FRAMECAD® Structure software enables value
engineered design to maximise both profitability and
robust buildings.

F325iT

®

Choosing the right FRAMECAD®
manufacturing system for your requirements

Profile / Gauge Relationship

• Residential

• Roof truss system

• Transportable & modular

• Social housing

• Floor truss/ Joist system

• Low rise buildings

• Light commercial

• Facades

FL650

250mm

Benefits:

200mm
Profile "C" Web

Innovative, compact,
fast, reliable & versatile
manufacturing system

Ideal system for:

Single-Profile Manufacturing System

305mm

FRAMECAD®

150mm
120mm
100mm

TF550H

89mm
75mm
63mm
40mm

F450iT
F325iT / J325iT / TM300iT
P325iT
0.55mm

0.70mm

0.95mm

1.20mm

1.60mm

2.00mm

2.30mm

Steel Thickness

Multi-Profile Manufacturing System

Web width range from
63mm to 150mm (2.5"6"). Gauge range from
0.55mm to 1.2 mm (2418 gauge)

Automated high line
speed of up to 2880m/hr
(9,450ft/hr) results the
industry’s best framing
and truss manufacturing
output.

Unrivalled versatility with
12 punching functions that
allows walls, truss and floors
to be constructed using a
single steel profile.

Equipped with Internet and
WiFi capabilities designed to
deliver production reports
and remote diagnostic, and
interactive engineering tools
to your business.

Profile / Gauge Relationship

Auto gauging system
automatically adjusts gauge
range for improved overall
production and quality.

Fully integrated with
FRAMECAD® Structure, our
value engineering software
performs real time
calculation with multiple
building codes.

305mm
250mm
Profile "C" Web

200mm
150mm
120mm
100mm

ST900iT

ST800iT

89mm

PEB300

75mm
63mm
50mm

ST1000 / ST1200
0.60mm

0.70mm

0.85mm

1.20mm

Steel Thickness
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1.60mm 2.00mm

2.50mm

3.20mm

"Hot climate hydraulic
cooling system" performs in
all operating environments
and large scale production
facilities.

Can be included as part
of FRAMECAD® mobile
factory.

The way the world constructs
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Single-Profile Manufacturing System

Single-Profile Manufacturing System

FRAMECAD®

FRAMECAD®

Efficient modular,
pod & steel truss
construction system

Intelligent
construction system
for web joists

Ideal system for:

Ideal system for:

P325iT

J325iT

• Transportable & modular

• Residential

• Roof truss system

• Residential

• Pod construction

• Social housing

• Wall frames

• Commercial

• Large scale floor joist projects

• Mid rise buildings
Benefits:

Benefits:

Up to

40%
faster

10

Web width range from
40mm to 63mm (1.625"2.5"). Gauge range from
0.55mm to 1.2mm (24 - 18
gauge).

Automated high line
speed of up to 2880m/hr
(9,450ft/hr) results the
industry’s best framing
and truss manufacturing
output.

Auto gauging system
automatically adjusts gauge
range for improved overall
production and quality.

Unrivalled versatility with
12 punching functions that
allows walls, truss and floors
to be constructed using a
single steel profile.

Equipped with Internet and
WiFi capabilities designed to
deliver production reports
and remote diagnostic and
interactive engineering tools
to your business.

"Hot climate hydraulic
cooling system"
performs in all operating
environments and large
scale production facilities.

FRAMECAD® Manufacturing systems and Software solutions
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Fully integrated with
FRAMECAD® Structure, our
value engineering software
performing real time
calculation with multiple
building codes.

Can be included as part
of FRAMECAD® mobile
factory.

Web width range from
63mm to 150mm (2.5"
- 6"). Gauge range from
0.55mm to 1.2mm (24 - 18
gauge).

Manufacture the members
for a webbed joist 40%
faster than a standard
F325iT which is significantly
quicker.

Auto gauging system
automatically adjusts
gauge range for
improved overall
production and quality.

13 advanced precision
punching functions for high
productivity and dedicated
punches designed specifically
for webbed joist production.

Equipped with Internet and
WiFi capabilities designed to
deliver production reports
and remote diagnostic and
interactive engineering tools
to your business.

"Hot climate hydraulic
cooling system"
performs in all operating
environments and large
scale production facilities.

Fully integrated with
FRAMECAD® Structure, our
value engineering software
performing real time
calculation with multiple
building codes.

Can be included as part
of FRAMECAD® mobile
factory.

The way the world constructs
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Single-Profile Manufacturing System

Single-Profile Manufacturing System

FRAMECAD®

FRAMECAD®

Heavy duty, fast,
integrated & precision
manufacturing system

Heavy duty, fast,
integrated & precision
manufacturing system

Ideal system for:

Ideal system for:

F450iT

• Heavy residential buildings

• Heavy trusses

• Mass housing

• Low & mid-rise buildings

• Light industrial buildings

• Heavy high walls

• Commercial

• Transportable & modular

• Multi-storey construction

• Warehouses / storage

• Cyclonic regions

Benefits:

Benefits:

Web width range from
75mm to 150mm (3"6"). Gauge range from
0.70mm to 1.6 mm
(22-16 gauge).

Equipped with Internet and
WiFi capabilities designed to
deliver production reports
and remote diagnostic and
interactive engineering tools to
your business.
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TF550H

Auto gauging system
automatically adjusts gauge
range for improved overall
production and quality.

Framing product is a boxable
section, providing easy
assembly for heavy building
requirements. Specially
designed flanges make
boxing in heavy gauge
material easy.

FRAMECAD® Manufacturing systems and Software solutions
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• Short span flooring

Unrivalled versatility with a
12 punching functions that
allows walls, truss and floors
to be constructed using a
single steel profile.

Fully integrated with
FRAMECAD® Structure, our
value engineering software
performing real time
calculation with multiple
building codes.

Web width range from
89mm to 150mm (3.5" 6"). Gauge range from 0.95
to 2.0mm (20 - 14 gauge).

Can be included as part of
FRAMECAD® mobile factory.

Patented ‘Quick Access’ dimple
punch, which provides increased
serviceability and improved
general operation.

Equipped with Internet and
WiFi capabilities designed to
deliver production reports
and remote diagnostic and
interactive engineering tools
to your business.

Higher production
speeds and greater
quality product
with 13 roll forming
stations.

Fully integrated with
FRAMECAD® Structure, our
value engineering software
performing real time
calculation with multiple
building codes.

Power swage enables
easier and more
efficient assembly of
2mm or 14 gauge.

Heavy duty 3T decoiler
with pneumatic snubber
arm for improved safety.

Greater versatility
of applications with
comprehensive punching
operations hydraulics
cooling system.

The way the world constructs
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Single-Profile Manufacturing System

Other Equipment

FRAMECAD®

FRAMECAD®

Compact, optimised,
high production,
roof truss solution

High production,
optimised dual profile roof
& ceiling battens (Purlins)

Ideal system for:

Ideal system for:

TM300iT

FB150i

• Residential

• Large scale roof projects

• Low, mid and high rise buildings

• Commercial

• Produce boxable sections

• Residential and commercial roof

Benefits:

Web width 75 mm (3").
Gauge range from 0.55mm
to 1.2mm (24 - 18 gauge).

• Ceiling batten production

Benefits:

Value engineering software
with building codes and
output calculations suitable
for various environmental
conditions (cyclonic, fire,
and seismic).

Reduce overhead
costs, requires small
factory space, with
a very high output
delivery.

High volume, typical
production output 700m/
hr (2,300ft/hr). Up to four
times faster production
than competitors.

Web Roof batten:
40x87.5mm (1.57x3.45”)
Ceiling batten: 22-61mm
(0.87x2.4”). Gauge range
from 0.4mm to 0.8 mm (26 22 gauge).

As the system is
automated, your steel
trusses will be consistently
accurate to within ±0.5mm
every time for quick and
easy assembly.

Greater accuracy &
increased production
speeds with high
speed servomotors
and controllers.

Optimised material use
for roof systems with
strong axis orientation
profile and specialised
punching.

Greater acceptability,
internationally
recognised profiles
with supporting span
tables.

Automated high line
speed Up to 1,200m/hr
(4,000ft/hr) allowing you
to improve your factory
output.

Improved factory output
& increased return on
investment within a
very short time with high
speed productivity.

Supports a wide range
of external and internal
cladding systems such as
concrete tiles, steel sheeting,
fibre cement, MGO board,
and plasterboard.

Up to

30%
faster

Increase margins by
manufacturing trusses up
to 30% faster than wood.
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Better material handling
with safety edges and
knurling.

The way the world constructs
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Multi-Profile Manufacturing System

Multi-Profile Manufacturing System

FRAMECAD®

FRAMECAD®

Multi-profile versatile
manufacturing system

Multi-profile solution
for flooring and framing
construction

Ideal system for:

Ideal system for:

ST800iT

16

ST900iT

• Residential

• Heavy high walls

• Light commercial

• Heavy trusses

• Short span floors

• Residential

• Heavy high walls

• Heavy flooring

• Light commercial

• Heavy trusses

• Short span flooring

• Low and mid rise buildings

• Low and mid rise buildings

Benefits:

Benefits:

Web width range from 89mm
to 203mm (3.5"-8") with up to
4 profiles. Gauge range from
0.70mm to 1.6 mm (22-16
gauge).

Offers full framing
capabilities, with 6 frame
and truss tooling punches.

Designed for optimised
on-site constructibility.

Equipped with Internet and
WiFi capabilities designed to
deliver production reports
and remote diagnostic and
interactive engineering tools
to your business.

FRAMECAD® Manufacturing systems and Software solutions
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Fully integrated with
FRAMECAD® world leading
engineering and detailing
software. Greater value
engineering & cost efficiencies
with optimised profiles.

Can be included as
part of FRAMECAD®
mobile factory.

Flexible building
system with four
profiles which enable
a wide range of
construction options.

Heavy duty 3T decoiler
with pneumatic snubber
arm for improve safety.

• Cyclonic regions

Web width range from 92mm
to 305mm (3.625"-12") with
up to 4 profiles. Gauge range
from 0.85mm to 2.0 mm (2014 gauge).

Offers full framing and
flooring capabilities, with
up to 4 profile options
and tooling to specifically
enable the production of
light steel flooring profiles.

Fully integrated with
FRAMECAD® world leading
engineering and detailing
software. Greater value
engineering & cost efficiencies
with optimised profiles.

Designed for optimised
on-site constructibility.

Equipped with Internet and
WiFi capabilities designed to
deliver production reports
and remote diagnostic and
interactive engineering
tools to your business.

Can be included as
part of FRAMECAD®
mobile factory.

Flexible building system
with four profiles which
enable a wide range of
construction options
for residential and
commercial applications.

Heavy duty 3T decoiler
with pneumatic snubber
arm for improve safety.

The way the world constructs
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Multi-Profile Manufacturing System

Multi-Profile Manufacturing System

FRAMECAD®

FRAMECAD®

ST1000
ST1200H

PEB300

Highly efficient,
intelligent and robust
portal and purlin system

Multi-profile heavy duty and
versatile manufacturing solution
Ideal system for:

Ideal system for:

• Mass housing

• Low, mid and high rise buildings

• PEB and portal framed buildings

• Large scale production / projects

• Educational buildings and hospitals

• Offsite transportable, modular & pods

• Warehouse and commercial buildings

• Wall, floor and roof frames

• Warehouses / storage

• Large scale partitioning

Benefits:

Benefits:

50mm
300mm
Web width range from
50mm to 300mm (2"
-12"). Gauge range
from 0.60 to 2.0mm
(24-14 gauge).

Equipped with Internet and
WiFi capabilities designed to
deliver production reports
and remote diagnostic and
interactive engineering tools
to your business.
18

Greater flexibility & versatility
with multiple profiles from
50mm (2”) to 300mm (12”).

Increased production
capacity with advanced,
automatic, servoadjusted roll forming bed,
allowing quick & seamless
changeover of profile sizes.
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BIM
Fully integrated with
FRAMECAD® world leading
engineering and detailing
software. Greater value
engineering & cost efficiencies
with optimised profiles.

Minimise waste &
optimise material use
through innovative
pre-shear and control
software.

High load applications for
industrial, commercial and
residential segments with
heavy duty gauge capacity
up to 2mm (14g) TCT
thickness.

Provides a smart lean
design, engineering
and fabrication process.

Maximises both
profitability and robust
building techniques.

Integrates with BIM
Design software
including REVIT and
TEKLA.

A simple and intuitive
gauging system allows for
quick change of gauges
between 1.2 - 3.2mm (18 11 gauge) steel.

Produces Sigma profiles.

Produces Z profiles .

Automated high line
speed up to 2700m/
hr (8,850ft./hr), with a
typical output of 500m/
hr (1,640ft./hr).

Produces C / U profiles.

The way the world constructs
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Multi-Profile Manufacturing System

FRAMECAD®
Mobile Factory

FRAMECAD®

FL650

With mobile on-site factory options, FRAMECAD®
offers flexibility for high volume projects with
transportable manufacturing capability – anywhere
in the world.

Deep C flooring
systems, ideal for
deep C floor joists

The FRAMECAD® Mobile Factory is a complete,
secure, self-contained steel frame production
factory that can be easily located anywhere, even in
remote areas with little or no infrastructure.
The FRAMECAD® Mobile Factory can easily be fitted
with either the FRAMECAD® F325iT, F450iT or
FRAMECAD® TM300iT machines.

Ideal system for:
• Heavy flooring

• Deep C floor Joist

• Residential

• Large scale flooring projects

Ideal system for:
• Rapid deployment projects
• Projects in remote locations
• On-site construction
• Disaster relief and reconstruction

Benefits:
• Rapid & easy deployment. Typically into
production within 4-6  hours from arrival with
fully self-contained factory with all functioning
components housed within the container
• Optimised material handling & flow with
customised layout & designer container
• Dedicated power supply with built-in,
self-contained diesel generator

• Multi-storey construction

• Ability to transport internationally with
ISO certified container

Benefits:

• Safe transport & fast set-up time with
machine and decoiler securely mounted
• Reduced noise & better temperature control
with insulated walls and roof
• Optimal working environment with
air-conditioning (heating & cooling) along
with plastic curtains for front and side doors
• Various existing configurations to serve
your needs
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Gauge range from 1.2mm
to 2.3mm (18 - 13 gauge), C
profile range from 250mm
- 305mm (10" - 12")

High speed production
of floor joists, output
up to 1,350m/hr
(4,430ft./hr)

Accurate production
of steel floor joists,
pre-punched fixing
tabs and service
holes.

Suitable for high
volume construction
of residential
and multi-storey
buildings.

Faster erection time
on site.

Less screw joints, meaning
reduced “squeaks”.

Joists sit at the same
level as the perimeter
joists achieving a full load
transfer for multi-level
and modular structures
providing strength and
reliability

No need for blocking
between joists at ends.
The boundary joist takes
care of that.
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MyFRAMECAD
Cloud-based customer portal

FRAMECAD®
services

MyFRAMECAD is available to all of our customers
and can be accessed anywhere in the world.

Commissioning

What's included
• Account and product
management apps
• Useful design and marketing
resources
• Interactive engineering tools
• Knowledge Centre

Knowledge
Centre

My Tools

Scheduled Equipment Servicing

Interactive Engineering Toolkit

FRAMECAD® has a global team of highly skilled
technicians who service FRAMECAD® equipment.
You can choose to have FRAMECAD® technicians
service your equipment through one of two ways:

Get instant access to design tools and
tables for accurate structural design
calculations quickly and easily.

My Production
Production
Reporting App

Resource Hub
A unique online valuable
source of information and
learning material to support
your business growth

Monitor key production
metrics for powerful
business insights.
• Increase production 		
output

My Support

• Reduce downtime

Global Support Centre
Receive instant support,
manage tickets and request
spare parts.

• Improve workforce 		
productivity
• Boot efficiency

All the tools and applications you’ll need to better
manage your business and improve productivity.
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All FRAMECAD® manufacturing systems are
commissioned on-site by our technicians ensuring
our client a perfect start. FRAMECAD® will ensure
the client is fully operational and confident to use
FRAMECAD® system at the commissioning stage.

Scheduled Equipment Servicing Contracts - Available
in 1 to 5 year plans, this plan means that expert
FRAMECAD® technicians come on to your site
and carry out our scheduled servicing, when your
equipment needs it most.

Training Programmes

Fixed Price Equipment Servicing - FRAMECAD®
offers one-off fixed price equipment servicing. Your
FRAMECAD® technician or FRAMECAD® staff can
quote you a fixed price today for your equipment,
regardless of its servicing history.

FRAMECAD® has developed a series of valuable
training courses ranging from software, manufacturing,
to erecting light steel frame construction projects.
FRAMECAD® training can be delivered in- house or onsite depending on your needs.

FRAMECAD® care
Behind FRAMECAD® leading combination of
software, production and building products
is a support team of worldwide leaders in
their respective fields, providing you with the
knowledge and advice you need for success, as well
as the technology required to enable your business
to perform.
FRAMECAD® supports our customers with a proven
training system, consultants and around-theclock access to technical expertise. Our unique
combination of award-winning technology and
personal services gives our customers confidence
that using FRAMECAD® for construction around the
world is the right choice.
FRAMECAD® believes strongly in the principles
of continuous improvement and reinvests
substantially into on-going research and
development. Regular customer interaction is an
essential component to our future development.

The way the world constructs
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